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A CLINICAL EVALUATION OF THE 
VARIABLE FOCUS CONTACT LENS 
BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
If a bifocal contact lens could be fit in such a manner as 
to give an individual sharp acuity at both distance and near and 
afford comfortable fulltime wear, most would agree that it would 
be the method of choice for the correction of the majority of pres-
byopic patients. Unfortunately bifocal contact lenses have posed 
problems in both poor functional correction for the patients and 
of reduced practicality in the time required for successful fitting 
from the practictioners view point. 
This poor success ratio has caused many practitioners to avoid 
fitting potential bifocal contact lens patients. This has sub-
sequently reduced the amount of patient information that may have 
been made available. Moreover, the adverse publicity has probably 
deterred many prospective patients from even considering this approach. 
With the advent of new techniques and lens designs, it would 
seem with the wide variety of lenses available that nearly everyone 
1 
should be able to successfully wear bifocal contact lenses. Mandell 
lists a number of lens designs that would adequately satisfy the 
needs of presbyopes. Among those listed are the simultaneous or 
alternation vision bifocal lens, the concentric (annular) lens, both 
front and back surface. There are also reverse bifocals with a high� 
er index button cemented centrally. The non-rotating bifocals Mandell 
discusses are the prism ballast lenses which include both fused mono-
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centric and one-piece monocentric designs. 
Goldberg describes a variable .focus lens that has an aspheric 
ocular surface which can be made with an ellipsoidal, parabolic, 
2,5 
or hyperbolic base curve. 
A variable focus lens should a fford the presbyope with accep­
table acuity at all viewing distances. ; This is accomplished by 
providing an ellipsoidal base· curve in which the. radius of curva-
ture lengthens as one moves peripherally from the center of the 
lens. · This changing .back surface curve combined with the spherical 
front surff.ace allow the incident·axial light rays entering t�e eye 
to be focussed on the retina while the paraxial light rays will 
be focussed along the line of. sight prior to retinal incidence. 
(Figure 2 and 3). The focus of the axial light rays on the retina 
will correct distance vision and the focus of the paraxial light 
rays along the line of slight are'used to furnish near vision when 
. .  
fixation is changed from far to near and the line of sight moves 
to a more peripheral. lens )ocus. ; Due 'to. \he aspheric design of 
the posterior surface the plus·power is added smoothly and contin-
4,5 
uously as the visual axis moves toward the periphery (Figure 3). 
Due to the smooth transition from the distance portion to the near 
vision area there is neither image jump nor flare due to a sudden 
index · change. or a sharp change in .. · curvature. There is no reason 
to maintain la'rge peripheral reserv�irs through excessive edge 
standoff .to insure adequate lacrimal ventilation. The need for peri-
pheral curves has been eliminated by the aspheric design of the base 
. ... ' ' I '• ' ·. 
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curve conforming more closely to the flattening of the cornea pro-
viding a more parallel fit from the center to the periphery of the 
lens. This ellipsoidal feature successfully eliminates unequal 
bearing surfaces on the peripheral cornea which may be induced by 
blended spherical curves (Figure 1). The force normally exerted 
on the cornea by the blended area of the spherical peripheral curves 
is evenly destributed over a greater area of the cornea. According 
to Goldberg, the increased comfort due to the aspheri� design would 
be ideal for patients in which corneal sensitivity has been a pro-
blem. The single aspheric curve is less dependent upon technician 
skill as is a blended lens and therefore is more reproducible to 
exact specifications. Goldberg also states that the ellipsoidal 
posterior surface lens has a l.Omm diameter area at the apex or 
umbilicus of the lens and from there it flattens much in the same 
manner as does the cornea.3,4•5•
8 
Using an ellipsoid as an ideal-
ized model for the cornea, it is believed that the average corneal 
eccentricity value is between .5 and .6.2•7•10 The asphericity of 
this lens destroys the stiaight line sagittal'depth�fitting rela-
tionship that exists for spher:j_cal base curves which allow the 
practitioner to compute the dioptric Value of the tear layer and 
d.· h 1 d. 
·3
•
6 
a Just t e ens power accor ingly. 
The quality of peripheral clearance in all aspheric lenses 
is determined by the "Z" value or flattening fact;or of the lens. 
The 11Z11 value defined '.by Bennett, is the distance from the edge of 
tve lens to the projection of the base curve measured parallel to 
3 
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No pronounced junctions 
to create pressure points 
SPHERICAL 
*Maximum pressure during 
closure at junction of Base Curve 
and Peripheral Curve 
FIGURE 1- Ellipsoidal lenses provide an 
even distribution of bearing pressure. 
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FIGURE 2. - The approximate rates of 
radii changes on a VFL R variable focus 
corneal lens base curve. 
FIGURE 3- For a high eccentricity value 
' base curve corneal lens, the incident axial 
light rays focus on the retina, AB, and the 
incident paraxial light rays focus along 
1 the line of sight, CD, when the eye is in the 
primary position. 
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the optj..cal axis of the lens .. The "Z" value is a variable of the 
aspheric value and the overall lens size� The edge lift progress-
ively i11creases in keeping the eccentricity cons.tant and increasing 
the overall lens size. The practitioner is able to change the edge 
lift_ by using lenses w�th different "Z" values, in order-to obtain an 
average edge lift, a less than average edge lift in order to tighten 
the lens, or a more than average edge lift in order to loosen the 
3 9 •' 
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METHODS AND PROCEEDURES 
Patient selection will be based on the chances of becoming a 
successful· contact lens wearer. Dr. Golcl}Jerg:' s advice to us was 
that we fit everyone possible who does not possess physiological 
or.psychological contraindications to contact lens wear.{Personal 
communication, Dec. 8, 1976) . 
The lens will be fit with the aid.of a trial lens set consis-
ting of twenty-six plano lenses starting at a 6. 90mm base curve 
and increasing in increments of . •  OSmm up through 8. lSmm. This base 
curve is phy.sically the umbilical point of the lens. The umbilicus 
of the lens is a spherical base curve calculated for an area of 
- from 1. 0 to 2. Omro in diameter,: at the apex of the ocular surface of 
1 · .: 
the lens. 
The manufacturers fitting guide was used as a guide to the 
selection oL_the lens of first approximation. Appendix C contains 
a. worksheet used for recording and evaluation of trial lenses. -
.;'"�. 
The Conforma Letter tells' us that the trial lenses are eval-. 
·: : j�· 
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uated according to the foll_owing sequential proceedure: 
a) Determine the base curve by observation of the dye pattern. 
b) Determine the ·lens size by observing how the diagnostic 
lens geometrically orients over the pupil. 
c) Over-refract to determine the distance prescription. 
d) Over-refract to determine the near prescription. 
e) Refine the power balance for far and near. 
Derivation of· the base curve is done primarily by the obser-
5 
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vation of the fluorescein pattern. The ideal pattern being a 
parallel fit indicated by an even thin layer from center to peri-
pheral .level with no bearing to inhibit 1acrimal interchange and 
no central pooling. 
The table presented 1n Appendix A is suggested as a means of 
obtaining a ,)ens of first ;approximat�on., 
The trial lenses are all 8.70mm overall diameter. Determination 
of the final prescribing diameter must be made on. the basis of 
trial lens observations. 
It is suggested that·the blink induced contact lens displace-
ment not exceed 1. 0mm. ·The lens must be positioned in such a manner 
as to facilitate the passage of the visual axis through a 4.0mm 
chord diameter of the lens. If the lens does not position correct-
ly, steps should be taken to either change the diameter or incor-
p�rate a minus carrier. 
Once the appropriate �ye patterns have been established.and 
subsequent positioning and size adjustments have beeen made, the 
power of the lens must be determined by both far point and near 
point over-refraction. 
Standard retinoscopic and· subjective techniques for far and 
near point over-refraction are employed to determine the initial 
power of the I.ens to be prescribed. From this point the over-
refraction is no longer carried on by means of a phoroptor but 
conducted with the aid of trial frames and lenses. 
With the trial frame in place, +0.2SD ophthalmic lenses;·are 
•,• 
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introduced into the trial frame cells binocularly. The patient 
is instructed to read the 20/20 or J- 1 print at near and .then asked 
if he can still read the same size letters on the distance chart 
which he previously. read. We are seeking a single power factor 
which will give the patient good acuity at both far and near. 
If the plus requ{red at near to achieve 20/29 reduces the , 
distance acuity appreciably, a.power balance may sometimes-be 
achieved by steepening the base curve slightly. 
As a final resort, if a satisfactory balance cannot be achieved, , 
consideration of inducing up to 0.750 anisometropia is often taler-
ated by patients desiring the.VFL if isometropia with 20/20 distance 
� 
' acuity does not afford acceptable near acuity. We would like to 
reiterate that inducing anisometropia is a final resort and should 
be considered only after the previously stated methods of power 
balance have been thoroughly exhausted. 
When the patients lenses are received and dispensed.the patient 
\ . ; ., 
will be instructed in te.chniques: of insertion and removal, cleaning 
and care, and will also be given a wearing schedule. A standard 
wearing schedule for spherical hard contact lenses is appropriate 
for VFL contact lens adaptation. 
Should a poor clinical situation develop, such as excessive 
physiological changes due to specific characteristics of the lens, 
the VFL may be modified using standard techniques. Modifications 
include lens size cut-downs, additions or widening of the posterior 
10 bevel, fenestrations and power changes. 
•'. 
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This study will.use the success criteria developed by Sarver 
and Harris as the criteria to determine if .a given patient is a 
successful variable focus corneal lens wearer. Sarver and Harris's 
criteria may be found in Appendix B • 
. . .. 
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DATA 
Trial lens fitting worksheets for the 8 subjects are contained 
in Appendix c. Flattest central corneal curvature ranged from 4L 620 
tp 46. 12D as measured by the B&L� .. keratometer. Corneal cylinder 
ranged from no cylinder to 2.37D. In the ranges described above, 
25% (4 of the 16) corneas showed from 0.00 to 0.620 of corneal 
cylinder, 44% (7 of the 16) corneas showed from 0.750 to l.75D 
of corneal cylinder, 31% (5 of the 16) corneas showed from l.87D 
to 2.870 of corneal cylinder, and no corneas showed cylindrical 
values in excess of 2.870. These groupings were made as they per­
tain to the fitting guide, for, selection of the lens of first ap-- ·lJ :,. 
proximation. , A total of 47 lenses were evaluated during the study . 
., .,. 
The minimum number of trial lenses evaluated on any one cornea was 
1, and the maximum was 4 trial lenses. The age of the subjects' 
ranged from 18 to 51-years of age. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
� 
The total number of eyes· fit with the variable focus lenses 
was 16. Of the 16 corneas, 7 were fit flatter than the manufacturer 
recommended, 7 corneas were fit steeper than the manufacturers 
recommendations and 2 corneas were fit.according to the published 
fitting quide. Of the 16 corneas fit, 50% (8 of the 16) lenses·, 
were judged to be successfully fit according to the criteria pre-
viously stated. Of the 8 successful .lenses, 75% (6 of the 8) 
- lenses were fit within 0. 08mrn of the manufacturers recommendations • . 
' . . � 
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Of the 8 corneas that have not yet met the success criteria, 50% (4 
of the 8) corneas are between lenses, 25% (2 of the 8) corneas are 
waiting for lenses undergoing modification, and 25% (2 of the 8) 
have yet to be dispensed. According to the data already obtained, 
it would appear that the manufacturers fitting guide is a quite 
reliable method of obtaining a lens of first approximation. 
We found the VFL to give acceptable acuity at both distant and 
near viewing in some instances. In some instances we found our­
selves being forced into a monovision system in which one eye, 
usually the dominant eye, is fit to provide acceptable acuity at 
distance and the other eye being given an amount of plus over the 
distance prescription that will give acceptable acuity at near. 
It would be interesting to develop a method of quantifying 
the amount of the add or effective variable focus with respect to 
the lens/cornea relationship. Thus by measuring the rate of 
corneal flattening, the corneal eccentricity, one could determine 
the eccentricity of the variable focus lens that would afford 
optimum add for near viewing distances. 
10 
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APPENDIX A 
Fitting chart for lens of first approximation. 
Keratorneter cylinder 
o,. oo to 0.62D 
0.75 to 1. 75D 
.. 1.87 to 2.87D 
3. 00 or more 
. . 
Base curve 
. 20mrn 
.25mm 
.30nun 
. 35rnm 
steeper than flattest K. 
steeper than flattest K. 
steeper than flattest K. 
steeper than flattest K. 
.. ; 
\'• 
APPENDIX B 
Sarver and Harris 
Criteria of a Successful Patient Response 
1) Wearing time. The patient must be able to wear his lenses 
regularly and continuously for a minimum period of eight hours·. 
2) Comfort. The patient may experience no more than slight lens 
awareness, slight photophobia .in sunlight, and/or occasional 
foreign body sensation. 
3) Vision. The patient must report no significant blur, flare, 
or edge reflections, and his visual acuity must be within 
one Snellen line of the visual acuity achieved with his best 
spectacle lens correction. ·He must report no significant 
spectacle blur following lens removalo 
4) Ocular tissue changes. The cornea (and other ocular tissues) 
must be fre·e of any significant disturbances. Only slight 
peripheral corneal staining, faint central corneal clouding 
immediately upon removing the lenses,. and.corneal curvature 
changes not to exceed 0.750.K. are acceptable. 
·s) Normal appearance of the patient. There must be no squinting 
or significant alteration in either head posture, blinking 
pattern, or eye injection. 
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Kera t ometry . 
O.D. 43.75/44.75®1.80 
o.s. 43.50/44.62@180 
Subjec t iv e Refraction 
O.D. -0.25 
o.s. +b.75-0.75xl05 
VFL TRIAL .LENSES 
0 D . . 
fippena 1x i;; 
VFL PROJECT 
20/15. 
20/15 
Age 49 Clinician B. W. 
Re,t·lnoscopy 
O.D. ,.l:lang_;Q..50x20 20/15 .. 
Y, ' 
o�s •. +o.25-o.25x90 20/15 
I \ . ' . . 
Date OZR OAD PC Power CT CenterinP: Lap: Poolinp: OR V/An V/Adx 
IUA� . 
2-7 7 .4� 8.70 141 Plano .18 05 2-3mm p i • · 
n. 7 .3� II . ti: " ' " ' 03 .smm + Plano 20/30 20/20. I p e 
- - - -
II 7 . 4c ti. " It II 03 . lmm p . e t0.25 20/20 20/20 ' 
- � � -
o.s. I GAS -+ 2-7 7.50 8.70 141 .Plano .18 05 2-4mm p e 
ii 7.35 ti II 11. II 03 lmm ' 
- .. -ti 7.40 II ti . II II: C3 lmm 
- - - - -
Lens Specifications 
OZR · OAD PC Power C'r Color 
7.40 8.70 CAS141 +0.25 stc - #1191 
o.s. 7.40 8.70 CAS141 +0.37 stc #lBl 
.Notes 
, Patient ini tally eatis!ied with visual 
acuity and comfort after trial fitting • . 
•. 
Lenses were· ordered but. patient decided 
-
-t' 
Plano 20/30 20/20 p e 
p e +0.37 20/20 20/20_. 
Lens Pos ition and 
Flu ore see in Evalu·at ion · 
1 
2 
N- c 3 T 
4 
5 
p-- central alignment 
p't- central pooling ' 
p�- central bearing 
' 
e-- peripheral alignment 
et- peripheral pooling 
e�- pe ripheral bearing 
' 
. . - . ., ' . ; ' �t:;', 
-
no� to purcha s e the len�es. N6 explanation�was obtainable. \ 
,_ ,. 
•' ' 
� . ' I 
I• 
. ' 
VFL· PROJECT 
Pat ient_...:E=-=-. B=-=-·--------- Age. 45 Clinician N.E·, 
·; . > I � 1 I ' 
.. 
,. ,t \.• '·{ 
l 
Kerat ometry 
. O.D. 45.00/45.00@90 
o.s.4s,oo/4;.1s@90 
Subjective ·Refraction· 
O.D.t0.75 20/20 
O,S.;t0.75 
VFL TRIAL LENSES 
0. D. 
Date OZR OAD PC 
OAS 
LL-c:; 7. �' A.70 1 41 
Iii 7. 2( ..  , II• 
0 .s. 
PAS1 
4-r;:;; 7. "2)4 8.7 41 
II 7. 2i::; II• II: 
- -
•' 
20/20 
Power CT 
Pl a11n .lR 
" ti 
blanc .18 
" ' II 
. 
J · I� ,,c, Ji I I • 
Ret1noscopy 
. O.D. +O.SQ.,ti. 
o.s. +0.50 
Centerimz: Lap: :Pool in� 
n+ 
..,. 
C'1-C4 2-'Jmm e 
ITT t 
' . 
l-2mm e 
C3-C4 2-3mm t> e+ 
C3-C4 1-2mm & e 
?Q/20 
20/20 ' . 
OR V/An 
i -!-� .�. Patients Lens· SpecificRtions ' Lens Pos1 tion and 
i ''·� ·\\'"1 ·. Fl uoresce in Evaluation: 
·�· - �  ;, � • +-O....;;;..R;;..__-,_;O:.;;;A.;;.;;D�__,,-P;;....;:_C_-....-.::..P.;;;:o�w..::.e.:.r-.-.....::C:..:T:.._......:C:..:o�l:..:o::..:r=---1 
\l , -
�· ,., 
·�. i:::� .. i 0. D. · 
o.s. 
Notes 
0 8. AS141 #lBl 
AS141 #lBl 
Patient came in wanting contact l enses. 
1 
2 
N c 3 T 
4 
5 
p-- central alignment 
pt- central pooling 
p�- central bearing 
'" 
V/Adx 
. 
I 
1.J. 
' 
t • , 
.. , ; I'.} I 
. 
:"':. � ' 
" 
" .: , 
•' 
He wore_reading glasees for.near work, e-- peripheral alignment 
et- peripheral pooling 
e�- peripheral bearing 
,, . 
.,j 
complaints. The lenses were ord ered without an over-refraction 
ana·found that there was a -1.00 diopter· spherical over-refraction ' / 
-three houre sstablished wearing time. 
. , 
' 
_:·• 
VFl. PROJECT 
Patient S.H. Clinician 
�������-----
Keratometry Re-tinoscopv 
0. D. 4'6. 25/ 45. 75@90 0 .n. -'2. OO�l • �5x94 
O. S .  45 .12/ 45 .75@95 o. s .  """'.2. 50-0 · 25x80 
Subjective Refraction 
O. D. -2.37-l.25x80 20/20 
o.s� -2.12-0.25�75 20/15 
VFL TRIAL lENSES 
O.D. 
Date OZR OAD PC 
CAs·· 
2- 21 7."35 8.70 141 
It 7.30 II: "' 
Power CT 
Plano .18 
II:. II 
Centerinp: Lap: Pool inp: 
C4-C5 2-3mm p- e+ 
04-05 2-3mm p e+ -
v .s;, 
----
OR - V/An V/Adx 
I 
I 
I I ! 
. 2-28 7.2'3 ·� i II II " '  C4-C5 2mm p e -2.75 20/20 20/20 I 
. 
-
II' 7.20 ti II II II C3-C 4 
0 .s. 
OAS 
2•21 rr. 44 8.70 141 IPlano .18 C5 
" 7 .40 ti II II IL 05 
- I 
2.:.2e'· 7. 25 II 111 II·. II• C4-C3 
- -
� .. : j 
; 
Patients Lene Specifications 
OZR OAD PC Power CT 
O.D. 7.20 8.70 CAS14 -3.12 stJ 
0 .s. 7.25 9.20 CAS14 -2.87 std 
Notes 
l-2mm p-t e -3.12 20/20 
3mm 4 et p 
+ I• 3mm p e .-2 .50 20/20 
l- 2mm p+ e -2.87 20/20 
Lens Position and 
Fluorescein Evaluation 
Color 
#1Bl 
#lBl 
N 
1 
2 
c 3 
14 
5 
T 
The abov� lenses were dimpensed on 
p-- central alignm ent 
p�- central pooling 
p�- central bear ing 
20/20 I 
20/20 
20/20 
3-18. The patient was not available until 
4 -18 when he came in with O.D. #2 edema 
e-- peripheral alignment 
et- peripheral poolin� 
e�- peripheral bearing 
and o.s. #1 edema. Flourescein pattern looked parallel, lens lag 
1""'2mm OU. Reworked the edges and touched with a 16mm tool than 
returned the le nse s .to the patient. 
I 
I 
.. 
-r• • I ,, . . . 
,, .. 
- '· 
. .  
•,, 
·� 
. -.-.1 
. ·  ' r. 
·-' 
' 
-· · 
.. 
Keratometry · . 
O.D. 46.00/46.75@90 
o.s. 46.00/46.75@90 
Subjective Refraction 
o.n. +0.25 20/15 
o.s. +1.oo-o.5ox25 20/15 
VFL TRIAL LENSES 
O.D. 
Dat e OZR OAD PC 
CJ1'H:i 
2-:-21 7. 2( 8.70 141 
ti 7.2c " ti ' 
-
llr 7.1c 111 II ' 
- . . 
o.s • 
OAS 
2-21 7.20 8.70 141 
II 7.15 ti. II 
" 7.10 II "' 
-
-· -
Power CT 
P!l..s.no .18 
ti II 
ti " 
� 
:Plano .18 
ti II 
ti' llr' 
.Pa.t ierits Lens ·specificat ions 
VFL PROJECT 
Age 18 C11nic1an V .s. 
Ret1noscopv 
O.D. +0.75 
o.s. �l.00-0.50x30 
CenterinP: Lap: PoolinP: 
C4 3-4mm p- e+ 
C2 2rnm p e 
C2 l-2rilm p-p+ e 
C5 3-4mm p- e...-
C3-C4 2-3mm p ff 
02 l:;;.2mm p e 
20/20 
20/15 
OR 
Plano 
-0.25 
-0.50 
Lens Position and 
V/An 
20/20 
20/20 
20/20 
Fluorescein Evaluation 
' . 
V/Adx 
2-0/20 
20/20 
20/20 
. ' 
., 
-� i ":.twa!t J• � .fi 1 I 
OZR CAD PC Power CT Col or I . 
1 ; .... ' 
" 
j ,. � 
'i 
! . ' ' 
'i 
{i ' " 
:1 » " ':. 'J 
!1 
' ., 
O.D. 7.10 9.2 dAS14� Plano stc #lBl 
o.s. 7.10 9.2 CAS14J �.25 s tc #lBl 
Notes· 
Patient came in having task related 
complaints at work. Findings indicated 
a need for plus therapy at near. · Full 
2 
N. c 3 T 
4 
5 
p-- central alignment 
l"'.'t�" c�"ntrdi'� pooling 
p":.- central bearing 
e-- peripheral alignment 
�t- peripheral pooling 
e'=-- per1Phera1
.
b�ar�ng 
.. 
... 
time wearing was achieved by 4-7_;_77 with no subjective, or taek 
related complaints. 
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I , .., l 
Keratometry 
· · O.D. 44.50/46.37@100 
0. s. 44. 75/ 4 6. 87@97 
Subject ive Refraction 
O.D. +0.25�1.25xl80 20/15 
O.S._Plano-l.00x20 20/15 
VF'L PROJECT 
Clinician. B.W. 
Retinas copy · 
. O. D • . Plang:l ! 25x180 
t; l O.E. Plano-1.00xlBO 
20/20 
20/20 
' · 
.. 
Date OZR OAD PC Power CT Centerini:i: Larz Poolirnz: OR V/An V/Adx 
OAS 
1-17 7.31) 8.70 141 Plano �18 C3 3mm p e -0.50 P0/40 �0/25 
II 7.44 II ti fl II C3 .5mm p e Plano �0/40 20/20 
ti I 17 .30 If i II ti II 03 lmm p e -0.50 20/30 �0/20 
ti 7 . 40 II ti II II 03 l-2mrn p e 
Cl. s . 
OAS 
1-17 7.30 8.70 141 Plano .18 C4 2mm 
" 7.35 II II II " 03 .smm 
" 7.25 tJ If II II C3 l-2mm 
. n  7 .40 " II II II C3 
Lens Specifi�ations 
OZR OAD PC Power CT Color 
0 . D . 
. 
0 .s . 
Notes 
Ordered tr1allensee #3 for O.D.and 
o.s . .  Progress exam on 2-21-77 reveale d 
#2 $dema o.u.. Lenses modified to the 
+ 
p' eT --o. 75 P0/40 
. p e -0.50 ''0/40 
p e -0.75 ,D0/30 
p e 
Lens Position and 
Fluorescein Evaluation ' · 
1 
2 
N c 3 T 
4 
5 
20/25 
eo/25 
eo/20 
. ' . 
-· ' 
,. I 
. � 
p-- central -alignment 
pt- central pooling · · 
p':.- central bearing . 
e--· p�ripheral alignment 
et- peripheral poolin� 
e�- .peripheral bearin� 
' following parameters; the OAD wae reduced from 8.7mm to 8.4mm and 
the periphery, 0AS121, .5mm wide. These modifications r elieved the 
edem·a and afforded 20/30 0.D.,. 20/25 o.s. at dietance and 20/60 O.U. 
at near • . Subsequently ordered trial lenses #4� · 
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• ·• 
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Keratometry . 
O .D. 44.25/45.25@115 
o.s. 44.oo/46.00@90 
Subject ive Refracti6n 
. O.D. -4.75-l.OOx40 20/20 
o.s. -3.75-2.50xl35 20/20 
VFL TRIAL LENSES 
· 0. D. 
VFL PROJECT 
AP'_e 49 Cl in i c i an B • W • 
Re�inoscopy . · 
. o.n. �s.2s-1.oox45 20/30 
o.s. ��-50-2.50xl35 20/30 
·' 
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• .  . 
·' 
·' 
'' 
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,C. I: 
} '�I Date OZR OAD' PC Pow er CT Ce nterini:z: Lap: Poolin11: OR V/An V/Adx 
'• 'f• . ' 
; 
4-18 
,,•. 
, - ' 
' ' I 
11 
� ' ' ,, ' 
� '\ I 
I 
• r I I 
' '· J. � c 
"r 
·�� / • i .. 1' 
II 
4-18 
II 
. 
.. 
7.57 
7.60 
0 .l;:). 
7.57 
7.60 
CJ\::S 
8.70 141 Plano . 18 
II 1 II II II 
. . . . 
CAS 
8.70 141 IPlano .18 
II II ti II: 
' " 
- + . -
, .:1! �;�-1 Patients Le ns Spe cifications 
·• ""-- t i - .. t�. ! '!' 
j· :� ""' '\) .1. I 
· ..... O .. D. 
o.s. 
No tes 
OZR 
7.60 
7.60 
OAD PC Power 
8.70 CAS141 -5 .50 
8.70 .CAS141 -4.50 
03 0-lmm +· .. P e 
C3 l-2mm p-p+e -5.50 20/40 
' 
CB lmm p+e- -4 . 50 20/30 
C3 l-2mm p-if e -4.50 20/20 
Lens Position and 
-Fluore scein Evalttation 
CT Color 
.18 #lBl 1 2 
.18 #lBl 
N 
' c 3 T 
4 
5 
Patient came in desiring a contact lens 
2eo/25 
' 
�0/30 
20/20 
I ' 
.. 
( . 
l 
·.� 
1 .. 
p-- �en�ral alignment 
p�- central pooling 
p-=-- central bearing 
that ·would be useable at both distance and · ·  \re-- peripheral alignment 
�.et- . peripheral pool inr:i: 
ne ar . Al though the right eye has reduce.a .:,: · � · ·e-':....; J)'er1Pheral bearing 
-� � � .h 
I ·1 I 
acu1ty tha patient ·1s 1nitally very pleased with the results of. 
the fitting. 
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Keratometry · 
. 
O.D. 42.12/44.50@90 
o.s� 42.12/44.25@90 
Subjective Refract1on 
_ n O.D. -0.50-2.50xl5 20/20c 
O.S. t0.50-1.25x15 20/20 
VFL TRIAL LENSES 
' .  O.D. 
VFL PROJECT 
Af e _s_o __ .... 
Re.tines copy 
Gl 1 ni c ian. _B_. w_._. _ 
0 • D • -0 • 5 Qj I 4 
0 .s. :.o. 25 
r 
•' 
,, 
. '• 
• i 
• .. 
( ' 
. 
V/An V/Adx Date OZR OAD PC Power CT Centerirn:r La'2'. Pool in� OR 
I '• 
.,. , .:. 
' .. 
2-18 
2-18· 
2-18 
. . 
'� 
� 1• ; ....... 
'. 
7.71 
7 .. 67 
0. lj. 
7. 67 
bAS 
8.70 41 · ;)lano 
8.70 II II 
CAS 
8.70 141 Plano 
' 
' 
i- 18 C3-C4 2-3mm p-p+ e..-
II C3-C4 2mm p:...p+ e -1.00 20/40 20/20 
.18 C3-C4 2-3mm p - p+ e -0.25 20/20 20/20 
� '\r . • 
�- ·',.!r 
.
. . .Patients Lena Specifications 
I • . , 
Lens Position and 
Fluorescein Evaluation 
,. 
l' . : '•f· � ".' .. ·�' 
'.i � � 
l l 
' 
;-.�. 1.:� 
;_; •I I .; ·� ... , ... . ' �· i- � ,\' 
. � ., ! • • 
'1 • 
� J:-"\ I ·1-
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:,, I � .��! 
·� . . 
. -' � �.· 
OZR OAD PC Power 
" 
o.n. 17. 67 8.70 CAS14J -1.00 
o.s. rr. 61 8.70 CAS141 - 0 . 25 
CT Color 
.1( #1 Grav 
�H #1 Gray 
N 
1 
2 
c 3 
4 
5 
T 
Notes 
p-- central alignment 
Patient satisfied with acuities near and ··.pt- central pooling 
p-:.- central bearing 
' 
. 
far. Incurred mild subconjunctivial hemor� � e-- pe riphera l alignment·� 
et- p e ripheral pooling 
rhage during second week and discontinued e':.- .peripheral b�aring · 
a�; 
lens w�ar for approximately two weeks. 
Maxi�um wearing time was eight hours. 
up to six hours• 
' 
. 
Present wearing time back 
,! 
I 
1 
I 
Ker a t om e t r y  · 
O . D ._ 4 1 . 62/43 . 00@93 
o . s .  41 . 62/4 2 . 5 0@90 
Sub j e c t iv e  Re f rac t i on 
O .  D. +- O .  7 5 -0 . 25xl0 20/15_ 
o . s .  + 2 . 5 0-0 . 5 0xlB O 20/60 
VFL TRIAL LENSES 
o . o . 
Da t e  OZR OAD PC Power CT 
CAS 
141 lPl ano . 18 ��'-1 c:; ..__ , 7 . 8 t 8 . 70 
o . s . 
OAS 
4 .;.lC) 7 . 95 8. 70 tl.41 ;)la no . 18 
- - r- J:"' """" .. . .... .... '"" ..., 
VFL PROJE CT 
A�e 2 6  Cl ini c i an 
Re ti no s c o py . 
0. D. 4- 0 .  75,-,Q ._75xl80 
o .s .  �3 . oo-o . 5ox180 
Cente rinP: Lai:i: Po olirnr 
NC4 -NC2 lmm p+ e 
cs 2 -4mm , p- e .... 
L . L . 
----
OR 
Pl ano 
V/An V/Ad x 
20/20 20/20 
I 
� 
. 4-15 7 "'75 8. 70 I I  I I  I I  C3 - C4 lmm p+: e- +'l "'75 20/10 ) 2 0/6(  
Pat i e nt s Lens Spec i f ic a t i ons 
OZR OAD PC Powe r CT C o l or 
O . D .  7 . 80 8 . 70 CAS141 Pl ano . 18 #lBl 
0 . s . 7 . s o  8 . 70 CAS1 4 1  +1 . 25 .. 18 #lBl 
Note s 
K . S .  i s  a s mal l ang l e  e s o T  o f  t e n  pr i sm 
Le ns Pos i t i on �nd 
Fl u ores cein Ev alu at i on 
N 
1 
2 
c 3 
4 
5 
T 
p- - c e n t r a l  a l i gnm ent 
� p - - c e n t r al pool i n g  
p-:. - c e n t r al b e a ring 
-
d i opt e r s . The l ens e s  we re d i spens ed on 
3 -3 1 . The pat i e nt c am e  in- with #1 e d e � a  
e - - pe r i phe r a l  al i gnm e nt 
et- per iphe r al p o ol ing 
e� - periphe ral be aring 
OU on 4-7 aft er 4 ihr s . we ar ing . The  e d ge s  w e r e  worked ov e r and 
t ou c he d w i th a 1 6mm t ool . Pat i ent l a s t  s e e n on 4 - 2 6  w ith lOhr s . 
wering tim e , n o  s t a i n ing ,, and no ed ema , good centrat i on and mov e -
m ent of  lens e s . 
. 
